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In loop quantum gravity, the area element of embedded spatial surfaces is given by a well-defined
operator. We further characterize the quantized geometry of such surfaces by proposing definitions
for operators quantizing scalar curvature and mean curvature. By investigating their properties, we
shed light on the nature of the geometry of surfaces in loop quantum gravity.
We also investigate the entanglement entropy across surfaces in the case where spin network edges
are running within the surface. We observe that, on a certain class of states, the entropy gradient
across a surface is proportional to the mean curvature. In particular, the entanglement entropy is
constant for small deformations of a minimal surface in this case.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The quantization of spatial geometry is a cornerstone
of loop quantum gravity (LQG) [1, 2]. Operators for the
volume of spatial regions and the area of spatial surfaces
had been defined early on [3–5] and became important for
the further development of the field. The quantization of
the Hamiltonian constraint [6, 7] and the quantum theory
of isolated horizons [8–11] are examples of this.
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‡ thomas.zilker@gravity.fau.de
The eigenstates for the spatial geometry are the spin
network states. The picture that emerges is, broadly
speaking, that the vertices of the spin networks of valence
four and higher contribute volume and that the edges can
be considered as flux-tubes of area. But the finer details
of this picture remain unclear. This is partially because
the theory of spatial geometry in LQG is a genuine quan-
tum theory. For example, area operators for intersecting
surfaces do not commute, and thus they cannot be simul-
taneously diagonalized. Hence, any classical picture of
the geometry will have to be lacking in important aspects.
A notable refinement of the picture came in the form
of the proposal that vertices correspond to polyhedra in
flat space [12]. Indeed, there is a close correspondence
between SU(2) intertwiner spaces and the quantization of
a certain phase space corresponding to such flat polyhe-
dra. However, although the quantum theory based on the
polyhedra picture is closely related to that in LQG [13],
they are not the same. How they are related in detail is
currently an open question.
Another important aspect of the quantum theory of
spatial geometry is the following: Since LQG is a quan-
tum theory, the standard notions of quantum information
theory apply (see for example [14]). In particular, there is
entanglement across surfaces, and one can define the cor-
responding entanglement entropy [15]. It was conjectured
already in [15] that there should be a correspondence
between entanglement entropy and geometric quantities.
However, it remains unclear which geometric aspect of a
surface or the bulk spaces that it divides is related to the
entropy.
In the present work, we want to investigate the kine-
matic quantum geometry of surfaces. We consider scalar
curvature
R = (2)Rabcd (2)gbd (2)gac (I.1)
and mean curvature
H = 12
(2)Kab
(2)gab, (I.2)
and their counterparts in the quantum theory. Here, (2)R
and (2)g denote Riemann curvature tensor and metric
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2of a two dimensional surface, and (2)K is the extrinsic
curvature of its embedding into space.
Our motivation is threefold:
1. The geometric quantities (I.1) and (I.2) are inter-
esting in their own right. For example, they can
shed light on the question whether surfaces have
symmetries, which is relevant to the calculation of
black hole entropy.
2. Whether the curvature of surfaces is a meaning-
ful concept in the quantum theory can inform the
broad picture of geometry in LQG. One also gains
intuition for the quantization of more complicated
geometric quantities, and guidance for the choice of
semiclassical states.
3. For surfaces that divide space into disconnected
parts, one can define the corresponding entangle-
ment entropy. This begs the question if, and if so,
how, this entropy is related to the geometry of the
surface.
In order to define operators for various curvature
invariants, we will express them in terms of simpler
geometric quantities for which operators are available in
LQG. Similar ideas have been used before to propose
operators for the scalar curvature in three dimensions
[16, 17].
Some cautious remarks are in order: Often, the spa-
tial geometry is not an observable in the sense of Dirac.
Therefore, the properties of kinematical states and op-
erators acting on them are not necessarily indicative of
the situation after the constraints have been taken into
account. This point has been discussed in a controversial
fashion [18, 19]. At least in loop quantum cosmology,
the kinematical quantum geometry also describes the dy-
namical sector [20]. In addition, there are situations in
which the geometry of a surface is a Dirac observable, for
example, the area of an isolated horizon. Finally, one can
deparametrize the theory classically using matter fields
as reference systems [21]. In LQG, this can lead to a
theory in which the kinematical Hilbert space, as well
as the geometric operators thereon, can become physical
[22, 23]. In view of all this, it is fair to say, however, that
a general statement about the physical validity of our
results cannot be made. We will consider gauge invariant
states, and the surfaces we consider could conceivably
be defined by matter fields. We thus see no obstacle to
extending our results to the space of diffeomorphism in-
variant states. But the Hamilton constraint is not taken
into account. Alternatively, one can deparametize the
theory [22], whereupon the results would become physical.
II. BACKGROUND
In the following, we will briefly review some aspects of
the geometry of surfaces, as well as the relevant properties
of geometric operators in LQG.
A. Intrinsic geometry via small circles
1. Smooth geometries
In [24], the formulas for the volume and the surface
area of a small, n-dimensional geodesic ball have been
given as a power series in its radius . Specializing to
n = 2, we obtain
U(S) = 2pi
(
1− R12
2 +O(4)
)
(II.1)
for the circumference and
A(S) = pi2
(
1− R24
2 +O(4)
)
(II.2)
for the area of a small disc in an arbitrary manifold. Here,
R denotes the Ricci scalar (or scalar curvature) at the
center of the circle. Note that, in the flat (zero curvature)
case, these formulas reduce to the standard expressions for
circumference and area of a circle in Euclidean geometry.
Consider now the combination
4piA(S)− U(S)2 = 4pi24R
(
1
6 −
1
24 +O(
2)
)
(II.3)
= pi
2
2 
4R+O(6) . (II.4)
Solving this expression for the Ricci scalar, we obtain
R = 8piA(S)− 2U(S)
2 +O(6)
pi24
(II.5)
= 8piA(S)− 2U(S)
2
pi24
+O(2) . (II.6)
Therefore, in the limit of small radii, we are left with
R = lim
→0
8piA(S)− 2U(S)2
pi24
. (II.7)
At this point, there is an ambiguity in whether to express
the fourth power of  in the denominator in terms of the
area or the circumference. In full generality, we can even
write
pi2 4 = 1
(4pi)2−2α
A2αU4−4α +O(5) , (II.8)
which holds for arbitrary (real) values of the parameter α.
Since we evaluate the right hand side of equation (II.7)
in the limit of vanishing , we are going to neglect the
higher order corrections in the previous expression for
3pi24. Substituting this back into equation (II.7) then
leads to
R = lim
→0
(4pi)2−2α 8piA(S)− 2U(S)
2
A2αU4−4α
(II.9)
for the scalar curvature. Using this formula to calculate
the scalar curvature of a sphere, i.e., inserting
U = 2pir sin θ (II.10)
and
A = 2pir2 (1− cos θ) (II.11)
into the previous equation (where θ = r , with r the radius
of the sphere and  the radius of the circle around the
point at which we want to determine the curvature), we
obtain
R = 8
4αr2 (1 + cos θ)2−2α
. (II.12)
If we assume θ to be small (i.e.,  << r), this formula ap-
proximates the curvature of a sphere of radius r correctly
for arbitrary choices of the parameter α, as can be seen
from the Taylor expansion
R ≈ 2
r2
[
1 + (1− α) θ
2
2 +O(θ
4)
]
. (II.13)
However, if we choose α = 1, the dependence on θ drops
out completely (which can also easily be seen from equa-
tion (II.12)) and the formula then gives the exact expres-
sion for the curvature of a sphere irrespective of the radius
of the circle we use to measure it. In the following, we
will therefore set α = 1 and work with
R = lim
→0
8piA(S)− 2U(S)2
A(S)2
. (II.14)
Note that there is also another possibility to extract an
expression for the scalar curvature in terms of A and U
from equations (II.1) and (II.2). We can simply negelect
the terms of order 4 (and higher) in both equations and
solve the truncated equations for the scalar curvature R
by eliminating the radius . This approach leads to
R = 6pi
A
[
1− U
2
8piA −
U4
128pi2A2 −
U3
16piA2
√
U2
64pi2 +
A
2pi
]
.
(II.15)
Just as equation (II.14), this formula correctly yields
vanishing curvature when inserting the expressions for
area and circumference of a circle in flat geometry. Also,
when inserting the relations on a sphere, the correct
result of R = 2/r2 is obtained if the radius of the circle
tends to zero. However, equation (II.14) has the benefit
of exactly reproducing the curvature for the spherical
case without the need of taking a limit. This advantage,
together with the fact that it is also a considerably
simpler expression, convinced us to use equation (II.14)
rather than (II.15) for the purpose of constructing a
corresponding quantum operator.
Classically, our formula for the scalar curvature (II.14)
always yields an exact result. In the quantum theory, how-
ever, where geometry becomes discrete, we cannot guar-
antee the existence of a sufficiently small circle. There-
fore, the quality of our approximation strongly relies on
whether 2R (together with similar terms containing other
curvature scalars, which appear at higher orders in (II.1)
and (II.2)) are small compared to unity. This means that
the radius of curvature must be large compared to the
radius of the circle. In order to evaluate this condition
we introduce a quantity which we call the coverage and
which is motivated from the positive curvature case as
follows: At points with positive curvature, the radius of
curvature describes the radius of the sphere that gives
the best approximation of the surface under consideration
at the given point. The condition for our approximation
means that the circles we consider can only cover a small
portion of that sphere. If we center the circles at the
north pole of the sphere, the inclination angle α of any
point on the circle gives a measure for how much of the
sphere is covered by the circle.
Similar considerations can be applied to the hyperbolic
case (R < 0), where we approximate the local geometry
by that of a hyperboloid embedded in Minkowski space.
With r being the radius of curvature of the hyperboloid
in its standard parametrization and  being the intrinsic
radius of a circle around the hyperboloid’s pole, we define
α = − r . The net result is then the occurrence of the
hyperbolic cosine instead of the trigonometric cosine in
the formula for α, which leads to the coverage no longer
having the interpretation of an angle. Altogether, we
obtain
α (U, A) =
 arccos
(
U2
2piA − 1
)
for R > 0
− arcosh
(
U2
2piA − 1
)
for R ≤ 0
. (II.16)
The minus sign in the case R ≤ 0 is an arbitrary
choice that will later help to distinguish more clearly
between surfaces that are positively or negatively curved,
respectively. For the purposes for which we use α, this
sign has no direct mathematical relevance and hence, if
we speak of α getting large or small in the following, we
always refer to the modulus of α, unless stated otherwise.
In summary, the approximation we use to define the
curvature is better, the smaller the value of α is.
Instead of starting from the expression for the area of
a circle on a sphere/hyperboloid, we could have equally
used the formula for its circumference (for the sphere
see (II.10)) as a starting point. Pursuing this strategy
leads to the same overall results. However, the details
of the calculation differ and are a little more involved
because of domain issues and the occurrence of a square
root. We therefore decided to work with the expression
(II.16) obtained from the approach using the area formula.
4Note that this is not the only significance of α. Recall
that there is a close relationship between curvature and
topology for surfaces. For a closed surface S, we have the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem∫
S
R dA = 4piχ(S) (II.17)
with χ(S) being the Euler characteristic of S. For later
use, we note that the contribution of a small geodesic disc
S to this integral is, according to (II.14), given by
8pi − 2 U(S)
2
A(S)
. (II.18)
This contribution can also be expressed in terms of the
coverage α. For the case R > 0, e.g., it is given by
AR = 4pi(1− cosα) . (II.19)
2. Cone-like geometries
So far, we have considered surfaces that are globally
smooth. As it is unclear if this is an appropriate descrip-
tion for quantum surfaces, we will now briefly discuss
surfaces with a cone-like singularity. Lacking a suitable
definition of general conical geometries, we will investi-
gate circles on cones with a flat metric away from the
tip. We will assume that the formulas we obtain will - in
the limit of small circles - also hold true in case of the
metric not being flat. Since, also in the case of arbitrary
smooth surfaces, circumference and area of a circle take
approximately the same form as on maximally symmetric
surfaces if they are sufficiently small, this assumption
seems to be justified.
A cone can be parametrized in terms of its defect angle
λ ∈ [0, 2pi). We can also extend this definition to arbitrary
negative λ, in case of which the underlying geometry will
turn hyperbolic. In terms of circumference and area of a
circle around the apex, the defect angle is in both cases
given as
λ = 2pi − U
2
2A . (II.20)
In contrast to the surfaces we have studied so far, the
cones have distributional curvature, i.e., they are flat away
from their apex, while at the apex itself the curvature
diverges. As a consequence, the integral on the left hand
side of the theorem of Gauss-Bonnet (II.17) is not well-
defined a priori. However, we can circumvent this problem
by replacing the conical surface within a small circle of ra-
dius 0 around the singularity by a spherical/hyperbolical
hat (for λ positive/negative) while demanding a smooth
transition between both manifolds1. One can show that
1 More precisely, we demand the circumference of a circle, as a
function of its radius , and its first derivative to equate on both
sides of the cutoff  = 0.
this requirement fixes the surface area of the smooth hat
to
Ahat = ±r2λ , (II.21)
where r is the curvature parameter of the spheri-
cal/hyperbolical hat, and therefore it does not depend
explicitly on the position 0 of the cutoff. As we replaced
the singularity by a smooth surface of constant curvature
±2r−2, the Gauss-Bonnet surface integral is now well-
defined and only collects a contribution from the smooth
hat. Hence, the Euler characteristic of the cone-like sur-
face is - neglecting the boundary term - purely determined
by λ.
B. Mean curvature and area change
It is well known that one can obtain the mean curvature
H, which is proportional to the trace of the extrinsic cur-
vature of an embedded surface, by determining variations
in the surface area due to displacements along a geodesic
field [25]. Let us sketch the setup for the convenience of
the reader.
We consider a two-surface S embedded in a spatial
three-manifold Σ, the latter of which being equipped with
a metric gαβ . Use Gaussian normal coordinates in a
neighborhood of S, i.e., the set {e1(p), e2(p), `}, where
ea are coordinates on S and ` is an affine parameter of
geodesics orthogonal to S. ` can be used to define a
family of surfaces S` by displacing S along the geodesic
field. Furthermore, let ξα(p) denote the tangent of the
geodesic through p. Then the reduced metric is hαβ =
gαβ − ξαξβ , and the intrinsic metric on S is (2)gab =
hαβe
α
ae
β
b , where the e are the tangent vectors given by the
coordinates on S. By definition, the extrinsic curvature
Kαβ measures the normal component of the covariant
derivative of tangent vectors of a surface. In the adapted
coordinates we use, it can also be expressed as a partial
derivative of hαβ along the geodesic field, i.e., Kαβ =
1
2∂`hαβ , and the mean curvature then equals half of its
trace: H = 12hαβKαβ . We can relate H to the change of
the area element
√
det(2)gab as we displace S along the
geodesic field
∂`
√
det(2)gab =
√
det(2)gab (2)gab
1
2∂`
(2)gab
=
√
det(2)gab (2)gabKαβeαae
β
b
= 2
√
det(2)gabH .
(II.22)
The calculation shows that the mean curvature is propor-
tional to the relative change of the area element on the
surfaces S`:
H = 1
2
√
det(2)gab
∂
√
det(2)gab
∂`
. (II.23)
5C. Area and length in loop quantum gravity
As we have seen in section IIA 1, the Ricci curvature
at a point can be calculated using an expression that
depends only on the area and the circumference of a
small circle around that point. If we want to use this
formula to promote the curvature to an operator in the
quantum theory, we will therefore need quantum operators
representing area and length observables. Fortunately,
there exist proposals for both of them in the loop quantum
gravity literature.
An area operator for loop quantum gravity has already
been introduced in the early years of the theory [3], with
the full details worked out in [4]. Its action on a general
cylindrical function Ψγ is given by 2
ASΨγ = 4piβ l2P
∑
α
∑
Iα,Jα
κIακJαX
i
IαX
i
Jα
 12 Ψγ ,
(II.24)
where the first sum is over intersections α of the spin
network graph γ with the surface S and the second sum
runs over all pairs of edges Iα, Jα incident at α. lP =√
~G denotes the Planck length, with G being Newton’s
constant. The numerical factor κI associated to the edge
I is +1 if the edge I lies above the surface S, −1 if it
is below S and 0 if it lies entirely within S (or does
not intersect S at all, but since we only sum over edges
incident at punctures, this case does not occur in the
expression for the area operator). Lastly, assuming all
the edges are outgoing at the vertices in the surface, the
XiIα denote the i-th component of the left-invariant vector
field acting in the representation space associated to the
edge Iα. At a single puncture (possibly with multiple
incident edges), the eigenvalues of the area operator are
of the form
λα = 4piβ l2P×√
2ju (ju + 1) + 2jd(jd + 1)− ju+d(ju+d + 1) ,
(II.25)
where ju, jd and ju+d denote the spins obtained from
coupling the spins of all incident edges lying above, below
or within S, respectively. The eigenvalues of the area
operator on the full surface are then given by the sum
of the individual contributions of the punctures. Note
that the coupled spins ju, jd and ju+d depend on the
intertwiner at the puncture.
A length operator for LQG was defined in [26]. Acting
2 The numerical factors in [4] differ from those used here, since the
definition of lP is different.
on a function cylindrical on a graph γ, it takes the form
L(s) = 18pil2P
∑
ν∈V (γ)
∑
ν∈si
√
−8 tr([hsi , Vν ][h−1si , Vν ]) .
(II.26)
Here, the curve s, along which the length is taken, is
broken up into pieces si that intersect γ only in one of
their endpoints, and, if not already present, a vertex is
added to γ at the intersection point. Vν denotes the
volume operator acting at the vertex ν. [26] employs the
Ashtekar-Lewandowski version [5] of this operator.
The length operator is important for the current work
as it can be used to determine radius or circumference
of small circles. Let us consider a circle around a vertex,
as sketched in figure 1(a). The radius  receives a single
(a) Circumference vs. radius via the length operator
(b) Circumference contribution as measured by Thiemann
length operator
Figure 1. Vertex configurations
contribution from the central vertex (marked 3 in the
figure). The problem with the radius is that the action
of the corresponding operator involves the action of the
volume operator on a vertex of high valence (5-valent in
the example in figure 1(a)), for which there is no known
closed formula.
6The circumference, on the other hand, receives potential
contributions from the edges running out of the vertex, but
inside the surface (marked 1,2 in figure 1(a)). However,
these contributions vanish because of the properties of
the AL volume operator, specifically, because of the fact
that three linearly independent tangent vectors to edges
are necessary to give a non-zero contribution. This can
never be the case for vertices at which only edges running
within the surface meet. A possible way out is to use the
volume operator of Rovelli and Smolin [3] (RS volume –
see [2] for a definition in modern terms). However, there
are two potential problems. One is that it is not clear
whether the definition for the length operator [26] goes
through also with the RS volume, because of its different
properties. The other problem is that the RS volume
might be inconsistent with the semiclassical limit [27, 28].
In the present work, we will make the choice to work
with the length operator expressed in terms of the RS
volume. We have checked that, for the circle in figure 1(b),
the length operator is well-defined and has the spectrum
l = 2
√
8piβ lP 4
√
ju+d(ju+d + 1) . (II.27)
The more general case of a three-valent vertex, in which
the length is evaluated along one of the edges, is also
needed later. Again we have checked that the RS volume
works in this case, and that the spectrum is unchanged
from the original definition. It is given by [26]
l =
√
8piβ lP
2
√
j3 + 12
√
(j3 + 1)
√
(j1 + j2 + j3 + 2)(j1 + j2 − j3)(j2 + j3 − j1 + 1)(j3 + j1 − j2 + 1)
+j3
√
(j1 + j2 + j3 + 1)(j1 + j2 − j3 + 1)(j2 + j3 − j1)(j3 + j2 − j1) ,
(II.28)
where the representation j3 is on the edge along which
the length is measured.
D. Entanglement entropy in loop quantum gravity
In the previous sections, we have focused on the geomet-
ric properties of surfaces in their own right. We have seen
that their extrinsic geometry comprises information that
cannot be obtained purely by measurements within the
surfaces themselves. Instead, quantities requiring knowl-
edge about the metric of the ambient space - at least in
a vicinity of these surfaces - are inevitable. However, fo-
cusing on their embedding in space, their geometry is not
the only aspect worth investigating. Consider a surface S
that separates the higher-dimensional bulk space into two
disjoint regions. Then, according to information theory,
these regions are possibly subjected to quantum entangle-
ment and, in fact, this entanglement can be measured in
LQG [15]. Let Σ be a spatial slice that is in a particular
(pure) spin network state |Ψγ〉. The slice is divided into
two regions Ω and Ω¯ by an arbitrary surface S which
has no internal degrees of freedom (i.e., there are only
trivial intertwiners sitting on the boundary). The spin
network state can then be decomposed as a direct product
of extended spin network states, defined on the subspaces
Ω and Ω¯:
|Ψγ〉 =
(
P∏
p=1
1√
2jp + 1
)∑
~a
|ΨΩ, ~a〉⊗|ΨΩ¯, ~a〉 . (II.29)
The sum is understood to be running over all punctures
p at which S is penetrated by edges of γ, and each vector
~a represents the expansion of the intertwiner at such a
puncture in its 2jp + 1 dimensional representation space.
One can show that the states |ΨΩ, ~a〉 and |ΨΩ¯, ~a〉 are
orthonormal and therefore (II.29) can be interpreted as
a Schmidt decomposition of the pure state |Ψγ〉. It is
straightforward to calculate the entanglement in this case,
and it turns out to be a logarithmic function of the edge
spins penetrating S:
S(Ω) =
P∑
p=1
ln (2jp + 1) . (II.30)
This entanglement entropy is symmetric, i.e., S(Ω) =
S(Ω¯). Furthermore, as calculations are performed in the
basis of spin network states that are also eigenstates of
the known geometric operators, we are able to measure
the entanglement between the subspaces as well as the
geometric properties of the surface S separating them at
the same time. For our later purposes, we will extend the
method presented here in section IV, allowing for S to
carry internal degrees of freedom.
III. QUANTUM GEOMETRY OF SURFACES
A. Scalar curvature
1. Scalar curvature operator
Now, after all the classical considerations about intrin-
sic and extrinsic curvature of surfaces, and after having
introduced the basic geometric operators of loop quantum
gravity, we are finally ready to define quantum operators
7corresponding to these classical quantities. Let us start
with the scalar curvature operator. A classical formula
for this quantity was given in equation (II.14). As already
stated there, this formula expresses the scalar curvature
at a point as a limit over shrinking circles centered at that
point and it only depends on the area and the circumfer-
ence of these small circles. Having introduced quantum
operators corresponding to length and area in the previ-
ous section, we could simply replace these quantities in
the classical expression by their corresponding quantum
operators, leading to
R̂p := lim
rcp→0
8pi
Â(cp)
− 2 Û
2(cp)
Â2(cp)
, (III.1)
where cp represents a circle centered around p and rcp
denotes its radius. Unfortunately, however, the fact that
the kernel of the area operator is non-empty forces us to
be a little more careful with the definition of this operator.
For the purpose of this discussion, as well as throughout
the rest of the paper, we will always work with eigenstates
of both, the area operator and the length operator measur-
ing the circumference of a circle around the point under
consideration. This is possible since the area operator
and the circumference operator act at different points of
the spin network and therefore commute with each other.
Given a specific circle in our manifold and an arbitrary
eigenstate of the circle’s area and circumference operators,
we can have either of the following three situations:
1. The eigenvalues of both area and circumference
operator in this state are zero.
2. The area eigenvalue equals zero but the circumfer-
ence operator has non-zero eigenvalue.
3. The area operator has non-vanishing eigenvalue.
These are schematically depicted in figure 2.
Figure 2. Three possible configurations for circles on a surface
in a given spin network state
The third case is the simplest, since it allows us to
directly use equation (III.1) to obtain a finite value for
the curvature. Note that, in this case, curvature is al-
ways concentrated at punctures since the definition of the
curvature is given as a limit of shrinking circles (keeping
their center fixed) and thus they only have non-vanishing
area if there is a puncture in the center of the circle.
The second case describes a degenerate circle and occurs if
the only spin network edges that touch the circle are lying
entirely within the surface. Obviously, the expression for
the curvature diverges in this case. One way to resolve
this issue is to define a constant c1 and use it to associate
a finite curvature to points where this situation occurs.
Another option would be to leave the scalar curvature
operator undefined on states for which this situation oc-
curs at the point under consideration. However, for a
given point p, this would make it necessary to pay close
attention to what states the operator R̂p is defined on
and expressions containing the action of Rp on a spin
network state would never be well-defined without fixing
the point p. We will therefore stick to the first option.
The first case is the most generic since most circles in
the spatial manifold will not touch the spin network at
all. In this case, the circumference and the area are both
equal to zero. This again leads to a divergent expression
for the curvature and we will deal with this divergence in
the same way as for the second case, but using a different
constant c2.
Note that, in the first and second case, we are considering
circles that have no area. Classically, such degenerate
circles are not capable of detecting curvature. However,
in classical geometry we can find arbitrarily small circles
around every point that have non-vanishing area. This is
not the case in the quantum geometry described by loop
quantum gravity. Therefore, it seems natural to choose
c1 = c2 = 0 and ascribe curvature only to such points,
where a spin network edge punctures the surface. With
this choice, the full scalar curvature operator is then given
by
R̂p :=
limrcp→0 4piÂ(cp) − Û
2(cp)
Â2(cp)
if p is a puncture
0 otherwise
.
(III.2)
Finally, we consider the quantization of the coverage
angle (II.16). Its quantum version can be obtained by
substituting U and A with their respective quantum op-
erators. The same divergences as in the case of the scalar
curvature operator also show up here, and, in analogy
to the scalar curvature operator, we choose the cover-
age angle operator to be non-zero only at punctures. At
a puncture, the general coverage operator is therefore
defined as
α̂p := lim
rcp→0

arccos
(
Û(cp)2
2piÂ(cp)
− 1
)
for Rp > 0
− arcosh
(
Û(cp)2
2piÂ(cp)
− 1
)
for Rp ≤ 0
.
(III.3)
In the section on curvature, we also mentioned the pos-
sibility of conical curvature singularities. In this case,
8curvature is quantified by the defect angle (II.20) which
can be quantized analogously to the scalar curvature,
i.e., by replacing area and circumference with their corre-
sponding quantum operators and treating the kernel of
the area operator in the same way as before. This leads
to
λ̂p :=
limrcp→0
(
2pi − Û(cp)2
2Â(cp)
)
if p is a puncture
0 otherwise
(III.4)
as an expression for the defect angle operator in the
quantum theory.
Finally, we can also give an expression for the Gauss-
Bonnet integral in the quantum theory:∫
S
R̂ dÂ =
∑
p
lim
rcp→0
[
8pi − 2 Û(cp)
2
Â(cp)
]
, (III.5)
where the sum over p denotes a sum over punctures.
2. Spectrum and physical implications
In the following, we will discuss the spectrum of the
intrinsic geometry for special spin network configurations.
We will consider a puncture that has at most one holonomy
running tangentially, but is otherwise generic, like the
one depicted in figure 3. We can then choose a recoupling
Figure 3. Vertex type for the discussion of intrinsic curvature
scheme that makes the vertex effectively three valent, as
in figure 1(b). In the following, we will consider a basis
element from this recoupling scheme. We will denote the
spins as in figure 1(b): ju, jd and ju+d. These spins have
to fulfill the coupling rules for angular momenta.
The first case we consider is ju+d = 0. Then ju = jd
and the curvature eigenvalues scale with j−1. In this case,
however, α and λ take values of pi and 2pi, respectively,
which corresponds to full coverage.
Next, we discuss vertices with one transversal edge and
no edge below the surface, i.e., jd = 0 and ju = ju+d.
These might be associated with black hole horizons, as
the latter are often modeled as a boundary of space-time
so that all spin networks in the interior have to vanish.
Figure 4 shows the behavior of the curvature operator
applied to these two-valent vertices. The curvature eigen-
value tends to zero for large spins. On the other hand,
it turns out that these vertices have a constant coverage
and defect angle, independent of the corresponding edge
spins. One obtains
α = arccos (4/pi − 1) λ = 2pi − 4. (III.6)
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Figure 4. This plot shows the Ricci scalar R in units of
l−2P in the case where j
d = 0. In this case, we necessarily
have ju = ju+d, which allowed us to reduce the plot by one
dimension.
Finally, let us look at the case where all three spins
are non-vanishing. For ju+d taking the maximal value
allowed by coupling, while still having ju = jd, the cir-
cumference becomes large with growing spin, implying
that the underlying geometry turns hyperbolic. While
the curvature tends to a constant negative value, coverage
and defect angle grow to negative infinity. Their absolute
value is small only in a narrow regime of spins.
For the cases of low spins (j . 10), numerical calcula-
tions show that the curvature of a single puncture is quite
large, i.e., of the order of several inverse Planck lengths
squared. However, the surface becomes flatter if at least
one of the spins ju, jd grows. This is shown in figure 5.
One can also observe that, as long as ju+d takes moderate
values, the tangential spin does not have a big influence
on the curvature. When ju+d grows large, however, the
surfaces become strongly hyperbolic.
Figures 6 and 7 show the coverage and defect angle in a
slightly different range of quantum numbers. Both quan-
tities behave qualitatively similar. They show a stronger
dependence on the tangential spin than the curvature. In
the case of the coverage, there is a gap around zero which
means that, considering the smooth geometries, there are
even fewer states for which the ratio /r is small.
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Figure 5. The Ricci scalar R was plotted for a fixed value of
jd = 9 as a function of ju and ju+d. It shows the behavior for
ju growing large compared to jd.
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Figure 6. The coverage angle α was plotted for a fixed value
of jd = 60 as a function of ju and ju+d. The range was
chosen such that the maximal ju is still of the same order of
magnitude as jd.
Our results suggest that single punctures on a two-
surface possess an intrinsic curvature that is often large.
The generically large curvatures are worrisome as it is
unclear how the strongly curved patches can connect to
form a macroscopic surface that is – if at all – curved
only on much larger scales. There are regimes of low
curvature, however, most prominently in the limit of high
spins carried by the transversal edges.
Nevertheless, we have to question the extent to which
the approximations we used to obtain the presented geo-
metric operators are valid. As discussed in section IIA 1,
the classical formulas for the scalar curvature require the
limit in which the radius  of the circles becomes small
compared to the radius of curvature r. This ratio is mea-
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Figure 7. Defect angle λ plotted for a fixed value of jd = 60
as a function of ju and ju+d. The range was chosen such that
the maximal ju is still of the same order of magnitude as jd.
sured by the coverage parameter α = ±/r. Unfortunately,
most of the states of the three valent vertex yield large
coverages that even exceed unity. Hence, R̂p can probably
not be considered meaningful in those regimes. On the
other hand, there are states (for transversal spins of same
order and with intermediate ju+d) for which the coverage
α becomes small.
In the picture of a conical geometry, we have used
the defect angle λ to characterize the geometry of the
vertex. λ is similar to the coverage α. Qualitatively, both
quantities show a similar dependence on the quantum
numbers. From our results, it is not clear whether the
conical picture or the smooth picture is more appropriate
to describe the quantized geometry.
α and λ also represent a direct measure of the con-
tribution of a small disc to the left hand side of the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem (II.17). We can investigate the
quantized version (III.5), for example, by asking how
many punctures are needed to form a closed topological
sphere, i.e., to obtain χ(S) = 2 in the quantum theory.
Assuming, for simplicity, that all punctures are in the
same configuration, we obtain, depending on the concrete
state, a required number of punctures in the order of 101
with the result not necessarily being an integer. This is
again not quite what one would expect from physical intu-
ition. It also contradicts results on black holes [29] which
show that macroscopic black holes have high numbers of
punctures.
One can also examine the contributions of higher va-
lent vertices to the Gauss-Bonnet integral. Adding more
transversal edges does not change the picture, as only the
recoupled spins ju, jd are relevant. On the other hand,
the operator for the circumference U is sensitive to the
number of tangential edges within the surface. However,
it turns out that, already for few tangential edges, the ge-
ometry becomes strongly hyperbolic. Hence, these states
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do not seem to have properties, that are physically more
appealing. In summary, our results suggest that macro-
scopic surfaces are rather formed by few spin network
edges carrying a large spin than the other way round. On
the other hand, the regime with large coverages of single
punctures is not a valid domain for the approximations
we have made. Therefore, the quantum geometry in these
domains remains to be studied in a different way.
B. Mean curvature
In this section, we want to present an approach to
quantize the mean curvature that we introduced in chapter
II B. The main difficulty in this task will be to formulate
the continuous partial derivatives of the classical theory
in a fashion suitable to discrete quantum geometry. We
will follow the obvious ansatz and express them in terms
of difference quotients. The goal is to define an operator
for the mean curvature at the point p on a surface S,
embedded in three-space Σ. To this end, we choose a
family of surfaces {St}t∈R that foliates a neighborhood
of S in Σ. We ask that S0 = S and that the family
is continuous in t and each member St of the family is
homeomorphic to S via a map
ϕt : S −→ St . (III.7)
Let D() be a family of topological discs in S around p
that shrink to p for → 0. We can also define the image
D(, t) = ϕt(D()) (III.8)
of the disc in the surfaces of the foliation. Finally, let
l(t) denote a suitably defined geometric length from p to
its image ϕt(p). Then we can define the mean curvature
operator as
Ĥ(p) := lim
→0
lim
t↘0
1
2Â(D())
Â(D(, t))− Â(D(,−t))
l̂(t) + l̂(−t)
.
(III.9)
Obviously, we again face the problem of the area opera-
tor in the denominator, which leads to Ĥ(p) only being
defined on spin network states having at least one trans-
versely intersecting spin network edge through p. In the
following, instead of carefully introducing constants to
obtain a well-defined operator on the whole Hilbert space,
we want to focus on states where H yields meaningful
results, i.e., we will only discuss its action on vertices with
at least one edge transversely intersecting S.
Because of the properties of the operators involved, this
definition is independent of the details of ϕt and D().
However, we still need to define the distance operators
l̂(±t) in a suitable fashion and examine their kernel and
their commutation relations with the area operator. In
(III.10), we summarized a few possible definitions for
l(±t):
l(±t) :=

min
(
l(e ∈ Eb/a)
)
case (a)
1
Nb/a
∑
e∈Eb/a l(e) case (b)
l
(
γb/a(p)
)
case (c)
. (III.10)
Here, Eb/a denote the sets containing the transversal edges
through p below/above S and Nb/a their cardinalities.
Furthermore, γb/a is a transversal path through p be-
low/above S which is not contained in and does not
intersect any of the edges in Eb/a. Now, having proposed
multiple definitions of the shift distance, we need to figure
out whether, and if so, how, they behave differently in
the situations we consider. In case they do, we have to
decide which definition we are going to work with.
In the first two of the above cases, the shift distance is
measured along holonomies coinciding with the transver-
sal edges through p. In the classical case, we have to
displace the surface along a geodesic path. Thus, case
(a) seems to provide a reasonable definition, as it high-
lights the properties of geodesics to extremize the length
functional. However, for vertices with higher valence, we
do not see any reason why two different length opera-
tors acting at the same vertex should commute with each
other, and therefore case (a) does not yield a well-defined
expression. Case (b) circumvents this problem since it
does not require simultaneous diagonalization of multiple
length operators. Therefore (b), which determines the
average length measured along all transversal edges, is
a well-defined expression. If both, Eb and Ea, contain at
most one element, then the definitions (a) and (b) agree.
In case (c), the shift distance is measured along a path
that does not coincide with any of the edges through p. In
this case, l(t) is necessarily symmetric, i.e., l(t) = l(−t).
Just like (b), (c) also yields a well-defined expression.
However, we want to apply the mean curvature operator
to the three-leg spin network configuration (cf. figure 1(b))
in the following. Here, measuring l(±t) in the manner
of (c) would yield an effectively four-valent problem for
which we cannot determine the spectrum of the length
operator explicitly. For the reasons summarized here,
we will proceed using definition (b) to measure l(±t) in
the case of non-empty sets Eb/a. On the other hand, if
one of the Eb/a does not contain any edges, we choose
to measure the shift distance on the corresponding side
along an arbitrary path, as in case (c). Provided there is
at least one edge intersecting the point p transversely, p is
at least divalent as a vertex, and therefore this definition
ensures that there is a non-vanishing contribution to the
total shift distance in the low-valent case. Additionally,
we know that, for valences less or equal to three, the spin
network functions are eigenstates of the length operator,
and therefore A(c) and l(±t) commute. Hence, in this
case, the expression in (III.9) remains well-defined and
finite.
Instead of further dealing with the domains in Hilbert
space that are critical to our operator, we want to move
ahead at this point and apply it to states where we get
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meaningful results, in order to analyze its spectrum. In
order to allow for comparison with the intrinsic properties
of quantum surfaces, we will work in the ju, jd, ju+d rep-
resentation of three-valent vertices we introduced before,
and which is depicted in figure 1(b). In contrast to the
intrinsic operators, H is sensitive to the orientation of the
surface of interest in space (namely, H is antisymmetric
with respect to reversing it). In the following, we will,
without loss of generality, restrict ourselves to the case
where ju ≥ jd, which corresponds to choosing the orienta-
tion of the surface such that its mean curvature is positive
(or zero). A surface with vanishing mean curvature is
also called a minimal surface. One trivial feature of our
extrinsic curvature operator is to have vanishing eigen-
values on the 2ju + 1 times degenerate states where the
transversal spins coincide, i.e., ju = jd. Apart from these
generic minimal surfaces, flat embedding in ambient space
can also be achieved asymptotically for large quantum
numbers. An important example is again the black-hole
vertex with jd = 0. Here, we necessarily measure a con-
stant ratio of two between the areas of the shifted and the
actual surface, whereas the distance they are shifted by
scales linearly with the quantum number ju = ju+d. The
effectively hyperbolic decrease of H with growing spins
on these black hole horizons is shown in figure 8. On the
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Figure 8. This plot shows the scalar extrinsic curvature in
units of l−1P for the case where j
d = 0. Here, we necessarily
have ju = ju+d which allowed us to reduce the plot by one
dimension.
other hand, if the spin network below the surface does not
vanish, the behavior of the mean curvature becomes more
complicated. Figure 9 shows a plot where we fixed the
spin of the edge below the surface to jd = 9. As expected,
we observe that, at first, H grows rapidly as the difference
between the transversal spins starts to increase. Also, the
extrinsic curvature grows large when ju+d, i.e., the spin
of the tangential edge, takes values near its minimum
and maximum (as allowed by recoupling theory), whereas
it takes its smallest values for intermediate tangential
spins. If we look at the regime where ju grows even larger
when compared to jd, the shifted area below the surface
becomes more and more negligible and we asymptotically
recover the black hole case. Hence, as already for the
intrinsic case, we can state that it is sufficient to have one
of the transversal spins grow large in order to have mean
curvature tend to zero.
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Figure 9. This plot shows the scalar extrinsic curvature in
units of l−1P for fixed j
d = 9.
IV. ENTROPY AND MEAN CURVATURE
In our picture of surfaces in the quantum theory, the
surfaces themselves can carry two kinds of geometrical
excitations: the punctures on the one hand, and spin
network edges running within the surfaces on the other.
Because of the latter, the picture of entanglement entropy
has to be slightly refined from the one in [15].
We consider a surface S dividing Σ into two disjoint
parts Ω and Ω¯, i.e.,
Σ = Ω ∪˙S ∪˙ Ω¯ , ∂Ω = ∂Ω¯ = S. (IV.1)
Thus, we have a tripartite division of the system where
each of S, Ω, Ω¯ is entangled with the other two. The
corresponding entanglement entropies will be denoted SS ,
SΩ, and SΩ¯, respectively. In particular,
SΩ 6= SΩ¯ (IV.2)
in general, i.e., there is no unique notion of entanglement
entropy across the surface S.
In the following, we will exclusively consider pure spin
network states, no linear combinations of spin networks.
Then, if we additionally choose the recoupling scheme
that diagonalizes the area operator for S as the basis for
the intertwiners at the punctures of S, the entanglement
entropy becomes very simple. At a puncture p, with the
intertwiner characterized by the quantum numbers ju, jd,
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ju+d, the contribution to the entanglement entropies is
SΩ(p) = ln(2jd + 1), (IV.3)
SΩ¯(p) = ln(2ju + 1), (IV.4)
SS(p) = ln(2ju+d + 1) (IV.5)
This result confirms (IV.2). However, there is a distin-
guished case where SΩ = SΩ¯:
SΩ(p) = SΩ¯(p) ⇐⇒ ju = jd. (IV.6)
In this case, we can meaningfully speak of the entan-
glement entropy across the surface S. Interestingly, in
the case of the the three-leg vertex, comparison with the
mean curvature operator of section III shows that these
are precisely states for which the mean curvature of the
boundary surface vanishes. In other words, the entangle-
ment entropy across the surface S is symmetric precisely
when the surface is a minimal surface,
SΩ(p) = SΩ¯(p) ⇐⇒ Ĥ(p)Ψ = 0. (IV.7)
On the other hand, if the mean curvature of the boundary
does not vanish, there will always be a jump 4S(p) =
SΩ(p) − SΩ¯(p) in entanglement as one passes from one
side of the surface S to the other.
We want to examine the relation between S and H
in the quantum theory in more detail. In particular, we
want to argue that, for the three-leg vertex, there is a
linear relationship between the gradient of S across the
surface and H. The classical expression (II.23) for the
mean curvature can be written as
H = 12A
∂A
∂t
= 12
∂ lnA
∂t
. (IV.8)
The derivative is performed along an affinely parametrized
geodesic in adapted coordinates. For large spins, the
contribution to the area of the boundary surface from the
vertex under investigation is proportional to the largest
transversal spin: A = a0 · j, where a0 = 4piβl2P and
j = max {ju, jd}. The behavior is slightly different if
ju+d becomes large compared to j. Hence, we obtain
a proportionality between the mean curvature and the
derivative of the entropy along a geodesic:
H ≈ 12
∂ ln (a0 · j)
∂t
∼ ∂ ln (2j + 1)
∂t
= ∂S
∂t
. (IV.9)
Note that the expressions contain continuous partial
derivatives which a priori have no meaning in the quan-
tum theory. Therefore, to be more precise, we will use a
difference quotient below. But, for the moment, we want
to imagine a semiclassical regime in which j depends on
a parameter t that measures geodesic distance from S.
Then, with κ(t) := 2j(t) + 1 and σ := j(t)(j(t) + 1), we
have
H = 12
∂ ln (a0
√
σ)
∂t
= 12
∂ ln (
√
σ)
∂t
= 14σ
∂σ
∂t
= κ4σ
∂j
∂t
,
(IV.10)
and, on the other hand,
∂S
∂t
= 1
κ
∂κ
∂t
= 2
κ
∂j
∂t
. (IV.11)
Comparison of (IV.10) and (IV.11) yields
H = κ
2
8σ
∂S
∂t
:= cj
∂S
∂t
. (IV.12)
cj(t) depends only mildly on the spins involved, and
lim
j→∞
cj =
1
2 . (IV.13)
But, as we remarked before, in the quantum theory there
is no smooth j(t). Let us rather consider a single puncture
on S. We use a recoupling scheme such that ju, jd and
ju+d are well-defined. Then we have
4 ln a(p) = ln(a0
√
ju(ju + 1))− ln(a0
√
jd(jd + 1))
(IV.14)
≈ ln
(
ju
jd
)
, (IV.15)
where 4 denotes the change that occurs when deforming
S slightly such that the vertex can lie above or below of
S. The approximation is good for j >> 1. Similarly, we
obtain
4S(p) = SΩ¯(p)− SΩ(p) = ln(2ju + 1)− ln(2jd + 1)
(IV.16)
≈ ln
(
ju
jd
)
≈ 4 ln a . (IV.17)
Hence, at the puncture, the relation
H(p) = 12
4 ln a(p)
4t ≈
1
2
4S(p)
4t (IV.18)
holds. We have not yet specified 4t, but we can do so by
using the length operator across the vertex. In figure 10,
we plotted the difference quotient
4S(p)
4t =
SΩ¯(p)− SΩ(p)
lu(p) + ld(p) (IV.19)
as a function of the mean curvature of the three-leg vertex.
Here, the shift distances lu and ld where defined as in
the case of the mean curvature operator: The lengths
were measured along the holonomies transversal to the
puncture p. Additionally, we plotted a line with a slope
of 2 for comparison with equation (IV.12). The plots
in figure 10 show that, for small mean curvatures, the
entropy gradient in fact shows a linear behavior. Small
mean curvatures are obtained mainly if the transversal
spins grow large while ju+d takes moderate values, away
from its maximum and minimum. Moreover, we observe
that there are many branches arising. They correspond
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Figure 10. The discrete entropy gradient at the three-valent
vertex is plotted against its mean curvature. For (a) jd = 9
is chosen and ju ranges from 9 to 70. In (b) we have set
jd = 60 and ju = 60, ... , 80. There are different branches,
corresponding to the possible choices of ju+d. In blue we
plotted a line through the origin with a slope of 2. One observes
that for small mean curvatures there is a linear regime, whereas
for larger values of H the dependence gets highly non-linear.
to different values of the spin ju+d. For larger mean
curvatures, the branches leave the linear regime and bend
towards larger entropy gradients, with slopes depending
on ju+d.
(IV.12) and (IV.18) are generalizations of (IV.7). The
asymmetry in entanglement entropy S(Ω)−S(Ω¯), as mea-
sured from above and below S at a point p, is proportional
to the mean curvature of the surface at p, at least in the
three-leg case. This implies that, for minimal surfaces
S as boundaries, the entanglement entropy of the bulk
spaces is conserved under variations of S.
The results we presented in this section are only valid
for the three-leg puncture because the limit involved in the
definition of the mean curvature operator (III.9) implies
that the areas in the formula are not simply determined
by the coupled total upper/lower spin quantum numbers;
the individual contributions of the edges above/below the
surface directly influence the results. Thus, for example,
we have
lim
→0
lim
t↘0
Â(D(, t)) 6= 8piβl2P
√
ju(ju + 1) id (IV.20)
in general. One could argue that a natural definition
of this limit would be given by the right hand side of
the previous equation. Using this definition – and an
analogous one for jd – one would obtain a mean curvature
operator for which the results of this section hold for
arbitrary spin networks.
V. OUTLOOK
With the present work, we have explored the question
whether we can assign intrinsic and extrinsic curvature
to a surface S in LQG. The results are mixed.
One rather generic finding is that the scale characteriz-
ing the curvature spectra is the Planck scale. This means
that the modulus of the curvatures assigned to the punc-
tures by our method is typically extremely large. That
makes it hard to assign any kind of classical picture to
the surface at small scales. One notable class of states
where the curvature can be small are the punctures where
one transversal spin is large compared to the tangential
spin. In this case, the scalar curvature R tends to 0. A
particular example of this is shown in figure 4.
Moreover, we also generically obtain large coverage an-
gles (III.3), see for example figure 6. This is problematic
regarding the entire definition of the intrinsic curvature
operator which relies on formulas for circles that are
small compared to the curvature radius.
We also found that the results are qualitatively the same
if one bases the quantization on a picture in which the
geometry near the punctures is cone-like.
As a result of the generically large curvatures, it does not
seem that the integral over the scalar curvature in the
quantum theory (III.5) has much to do with the Euler
characteristic of S. It is also a problematic sign that
the curvature is not straightforwardly defined on generic
points of S, i.e., in locations without punctures (see the
discussion below (III.1) for details).
On the positive side, the limit in the classical formulas
for intrinsic (II.7) and extrinsic curvature (II.23) is
well-defined, at least at vertices, also in the quantum
theory, with the exception of some non-generic cases.
Furthermore, we discovered, at least for a certain
class of punctures, an intriguing connection between
extrinsic curvature and entanglement entropy. Among
other things, it implies that minimal surfaces enjoy
a special property: the entropy gradient across them
vanishes. This is interesting since many black hole
horizons have slices that are spatial minimal surfaces.
At least superficially, there also seems to be some hint
of a connection to the results by Ryu and Takayanagi
[30] and, more generally, to ER=EPR [31], although in
the former case, the entanglement entropy is that of a
lower-dimensional theory, and it is given by the area of
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the minimal surface.
Our analysis is, among other things, limited by
• the use of kinematical states,
• the ambiguities in the definition of the operators we
defined,
• and the use of pure spin networks with three-leg
punctures, as opposed to linear combinations of
general spin networks like, for example, coherent
states.
Changing any of these might change the overall picture.
Furthermore, there are different ways to approach the def-
inition of curvature in the quantum theory. [16] presents
an example that can be adapted to lower-dimensional
surfaces. Preliminary investigation indicates a better be-
havior in generic points of S, but more work would need
to be done.
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